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Ladder cleaning device, particularly for use on ladders mounted on offshore installations, wherein the ladder cleaning device comprises:
- means for guiding and moving the device along the ladder
- means for detecting a ladder rung
- means for cleaning at least the detected rung

Fortsættes ...
Ladder cleaning device

Field of the Invention
The present invention relates to a ladder cleaning device, particularly for use on ladders on offshore installations.

Background of the Invention
On a number of offshore installations ladders are mounted on an exterior surface in order to allow service and maintenance personnel access to the installation.

The installations will typically be wind turbine towers, meteorological measuring stations, oil drilling rigs or other offshore installations.

In this application the invention will be described with reference to a wind turbine tower, but it is clear that any ladder arranged in a similar situation and environment will be prone to the same exposure and suitable to be cleaned by the apparatus and method according to the present invention. Furthermore, the ladder cleaning device according to the present invention will be suitable for cleaning ladders on various types of offshore installations.

Typically, when service is required, for example on a wind turbine, the service or maintenance personnel are sailed from shore to the wind turbine in need of maintenance. Before the personnel can leave the ship and proceed up into the wind turbine it is necessary to clean the access ladders. These ladders and particularly in the wet zone or splash zone will be covered by a slippery biofilm and furthermore various crustaceans may have attached themselves of the surfaces of the ladder. This fouling represents a danger/hazard to the personnel and needs to be cleaned prior to ascending the tower.

In order to minimize the risk for the personnel the ladders are routinely cleaned prior to the personnel scaling the ladder. Cleaning is typically carried out by hand-operated high-pressure jets from the deck of the ship such that the ship operator is forced to position the ship in close proximity or against the ladder and at the same time person-
nel need to operate the high-pressure cleaning device, typically from the deck of the ship.

This may be particularly difficult and dangerous, especially since the sea swells and/or waves may, even on a calm day lift and lower the boat many meters relative to the stationary offshore installation, and naturally under the harsher conditions the weather will have much greater impact and thereby make it much more difficult for the operator of the ship as well as the person cleaning the ladder to carry out the job in a safe manner without a high risk to personnel or damage to the installation.

Often when the weather is relatively bad the cleaning process may take a substantial amount of time. During that time the ship is idle and the personnel brought to the site for service and maintenance are also in a waiting position. These factors together create an unproductive extra cost which only serve to increase the overall cost of maintenance and operation of for example offshore wind turbines.

In addition, the weather conditions may sometimes render it impossible to safely clean the ladders by prior art methods, and therefore also safely allow access to the offshore installation by the service and maintenance personnel. In those instances it is clear that the entire trip has been a waste as none of the objects of the trip by the sea crew and maintenance/service personnel were obtained.

**Object of the Invention**

Consequently, it is the object of the present invention to address these harsh circumstances and provide for a substantially continuously clean ladder being available when service and maintenance personnel are brought to the site.

**Description of the Invention**

The present invention addresses this by providing a ladder cleaning device, particularly for use on ladders mounted on offshore installations, wherein the ladder cleaning device comprises:

- Means for guiding and moving the device along the ladder
- Means for detecting a ladder rung
- Means for cleaning at least the detected rung
The ladder cleaning device is autonomous which means that it will be able to move up and down along the ladder in order to bring the cleaning means into a position where the cleaning means may clean one or more rungs on the ladder.

Within the context of the present invention the term “substantially continuously clean ladder” shall be understood as by utilising the present invention it is possible to always keep the ladder clean from the bio-film, crustaceans and other detrimental pollutants, which has a tendency to aggregate on the ladders in the wet-zone. It is not necessarily to be understood as the apparatus is continuously in action. Bio-film and crustaceans build up over time, and it will therefore only be necessary to operate the apparatus at intervals, entirely depending on the ambient environment.

In order to ensure that the correct position of the device is obtained, the ladder cleaning device is equipped with a sensor means. The sensor means may be a physical device such as for example a flexible member that is brought into a position where it will engage the rungs as the cleaning device travels along the ladder. When a rung is detected for example by deflexion of the flexible member, a micro switch or the like is activated for stopping the cleaning device at that position, such that the cleaning means may be activated and the rung cleaned. The sensor means may also be optical members in any form and shape such that as a predefined pattern is recognized the sensor will provide input to a controlling unit which will stop the cleaning device in the correct position. In embodiments where optical means in the shape of video means are used, it is furthermore possible to program the video feed controller such that if no fouling of the rung is detected, the cleaning device may move on to another rung. This will naturally shorten the time necessary for cleaning the ladder and will avoid unnecessary cleaning.

In a further advantageous embodiment of the invention the ladder cleaning device is provided with means for cleaning a rung comprising a housing where in the housing is arranged a plurality of nozzles, such that as the housing is positioned close to the rung, the nozzles will issue a liquid directed at the rung. Consequently, by positioning the housing in the vicinity of the rung such that the nozzles are directed at the rung, it is possible to provide liquid under high pressure to the housing which will then be distributed through the housing or by other means, such that the liquid issues through the
nozzles towards the rung and thereby washes off the fouling (bio-film, crustaceans etc.).

In general, with the present invention any type of nozzle is suitable as long as the water pressure achieves the object, i.e. to remove the fouling from the rungs. Especially preferred are the so-called turbo nozzles which rotate and thereby in addition to the action from the high pressure liquid, typically water, also will move the water jet in a certain pattern such that the fouling is worked from different sides in order to remove it from the surface of the rung. In certain environments, however, it is advantageous to use stationary nozzles in that ice and pollutants in the water, which is typically used as the cleaning liquid, may be detrimental to nozzles having movable parts and as such stationary simple nozzles will provide for more reliable cleaning action.

With the present invention being used on off-shore installations, the medium to be issued from the nozzles will typically be sea water (fresh water if the ladder to be cleaned is installed in fresh water). In the art pumps capable of providing enough pressure and water volume exist, such that effective water jets may issue from the nozzles. The high pressure pumps will easily be able to provide high pressure water to the nozzles at pressures of 100 bars, 200 bars or even higher. Likewise it is contemplated to use commercially available hydraulic motors and actuators in order to propel and manipulate the apparatus in order to avoid electrical and electronic equipment in the very harsh environments to which apparatuses of this type are exposed. Naturally it is possible to utilise electrical and electronic equipment. Usually, however, in order to obtain the reliability in these environments the costs are often relatively high.

It is therefore envisaged that the skilled person will, according to circumstances provide pump and activation means suitable for the task at hand.

In a still further advantageous embodiment of the invention the housing has an inner and outer surface where the inner surface has a general U-, inverted U or C- cross-sectional shape, such that the housing in use can be positioned such that the inner surface at least partly encases the rung, and where the nozzles are arranged on the inner surface, such that the nozzles in use issue liquid directed towards the rung.
With this configuration of the housing it is possible to arrange the housing and thereby the nozzles substantially surrounding the rung whereby the rung is almost enclosed by the housing. This in fact creates a very efficient washing zone surrounding the rung such that all surfaces of the rung are effectively cleaned with the same effect. Due to the environment in which the ladders are placed, i.e. off-shore in a harsh environment, heavy winds, rain and wave action, might influence the cleaning action, but by creating a cleaning zone by use of the embodiment of the invention described above, it is possible under all circumstance to achieve a reliable cleaning process.

In a still further advantageous embodiment the housing extends along the rung such that the housing covers 75 to 95% of the rung in that direction. Naturally it would be advantageous to clean 100% of the rung, but due to the environment in which the cleaning device is to operate it would be difficult to position the housing if the housing had an extent exactly corresponding to the entire rung. Therefore, by allowing the housing a smaller extent and thereby creating a smaller cleaning zone, it is achieved that the housing may be positioned substantially enclosing a large portion of the rung quickly and with a high safety margin.

In a still further advantageous embodiment of the invention, the housing is in two sections: a first and a second section, connected by a pivot mechanism, such that the two sections in an open position may be guided over the rung and closed in this position thereby substantially surrounding the cross-section of the rung. By dividing the housing in two sections typically in an upper and a lower section, it is possible, in the open position to place the cleaning means with respect to the rung, much easier and with less tolerance, had the housing not been able to open i.e. pivot the sections relative to each other.

Once the sections are positioned correctly relative to the housing, the sections may be manipulated such that they close around the rung, creating a cleaning zone substantially surrounding the entire rung. The opening and closing of the housing sections may be provided with a suitable mechanism driven by water pressure in that water pressure must be provided in order to carry out the cleaning process and as such is available on site and therefore no extra or special provisions need to be made in order to control the movements of the two sections. The two sections may also be moved by mechanical
means such that as the entire cleaning device moves along the ladder a suitable gear mechanism may be activated in order to open the sections and likewise for example activated by the sensor means, the same gear mechanism may be used to close the two sections surrounding the rung. Naturally the pivotable movement of the two sections may also be achieved by electrical means, but this requires that also an electrical installation be provided in connection with the ladder cleaning device.

In at still further advantageous embodiment of the invention a clamping device for clamping the cleaning device in a fixed position relative to a rung is provided, where the clamping device may have a brake mechanism engaging the ladder or the clamping device engages and releasably fixates the moving means of the cleaning device. This embodiment is particularly interesting in that in this manner it is possible to fixate the cleaning device relative to the ladder and thereby create a stable environment in which the cleaning device may carry out the cleaning processes relating to the cleaning of the rung. It is particularly useful in the harsh environment present in offshore environments such that if cleaning is to be carried out in the wave active zone, the cleaning device may be able to resist the impact of waves due to the fact that it is clamped to the ladder. The same is naturally true in any wind conditions which by means of the clamping device will not influence the cleaning of the rungs or the travel of the ladder cleaning device.

In a still further advantageous embodiment of the invention the cleaning device comprises a first axle which first axle in use is arranged parallel to the longitudinal direction of the rung to be cleaned, and substantially extends along the rung, and where one or more nozzles are arranged to travel along said first axle, where the nozzles are directed towards the rung, and a second axle arranged substantially orthogonal to said first axle, where said first axle can move along said second axle.

In this embodiment no housing is provided, but rather an axle which axle is arranged such that it extends along the rung. By having one or more nozzles travelling along the axle such that the nozzles are directed towards the rung it is possible to create a cleaning action along the rungs by moving the nozzles along the axles as the nozzles issues high pressure liquid towards the rung. The second axles arranged substantially orthogonal to the first axle ensures that the first axle by its movement along the second axle
can be brought into close proximity to the rung and be brought away from the rung as the cleaning device travels along the ladder.

In a further embodiment of the invention the second axle can pivot around a pivot point arranged in proximity to said clamping device. This embodiment provides a determined movement form the second axle and thereby also for the first axle such that it is possible to move the first axle into and out of close proximity to the rung bringing the nozzles into a cleaning position or out of a cleaning position simply by pivoting the second axle.

In a still further advantageous embodiment of the invention the means for guiding the cleaning device along a ladder comprises one or more rails fastened to the ladder, and where the cleaning device comprises rollers for rolling along the one or more rails. These rails may double as the ladder rises, i.e. the members to which the rungs are fastened, or may be separate rails fastened on an already existing ladder. The rails may naturally be fastened on the front, on the side or on the rear side of the ladder depending on the construction of the ladder and the cleaning device roller arrangement. If only a single rail is used, it is necessary to provide a relatively stiff roller construction, i.e. the construction travelling up and down said rail, but traditionally two rails will be provided one on each side of the rung such that a very stable roller arrangement and thereby travel along the ladder may be provided.

In a still further advantageous embodiment the device further comprises means for propelling said cleaning device along the rails, and where the means for propelling the cleaning device is a motor propelling the device by a rotatable member engaging the rungs of the ladder.

In this embodiment the cleaning device engages the rungs of the ladder themselves such that the cleaning devices climb the ladder step by step / rung by rung. This provides the advantage that it is always easily identifiable where the rung to be cleaned is relative to the means for propelling the cleaning device and as such the cleaning routines may be carried out on each rung very reliably as the cleaning device is in contact
with each rung. The motor may be hydraulically driven, for example by water pressure.

In a further advantageous embodiment of the invention the cleaning device is suspended in one or more wires or chains, from one or more winches, said winches arranged above the uppermost rung of the ladder. This has the advantage that the cleaning device may be a lighter construction in that the means for moving the cleaning device along the ladder are arranged as winches above the uppermost rung of the ladder and are not part of the cleaning device as such.

Both wires and chains are substantially non-extendable such that by measuring the advance of the cleaning device by measuring input from the winches it is possible to determine very accurately the exact position of the cleaning device relative to the rungs from predefined parameters.

**Description of the Drawing**

The invention will now be described with reference to the accompanying drawing wherein

- Figure 1 illustrates schematically an offshore construction,
- Figure 2 illustrates a cross-section through a rung of the ladder
- Figure 3 illustrates the housing of the cleaning device
- Figure 4 and 5 illustrate cross-sections of various housings
- Figure 6 illustrates schematically an alternative embodiment of the invention,
- Figure 7 illustrates a ladder,
- Figure 8 illustrates means for cleaning comprising a body having an arrangement of two housings,
- Figure 9 illustrates the construction of a device where it will be possible to manipulate the housing 30 into the desirable cleaning position,
- Figure 10 illustrates the casing 32,
- Figure 11 illustrates one embodiment of how to propel the cleaning device along the ladder of an offshore installation
- Figure 12 illustrates an alternative embodiment to provide the propulsion along the ladder,
Figure 13 illustrates an embodiment where the first axle 31 may additionally be provided with a scraper 39.

Figure 14 illustrates further embodiments of the cleaning device.

**Detailed Description of the Invention**

In figure 1 is schematically illustrated an offshore construction 1 positioned at a location where the water level may vary between a low tide indicated by the wavy line 10 and a high tide indicated by the wavy line 12. Due to fluctuations in the water level, for example caused by wind, storms etc., the zone which is exposed to the marine environment and therefore may be fouled by biofilms, crustaceans etc. is indicated by 14.

A ladder 2 for allowing access to the offshore installation positioned with a part of the ladder in this zone 14 will accumulate fouling on the rungs of the ladder, at least in the zone 14. It is therefore necessary to regularly clean the ladder 2 in order to minimize the risk for personnel needing to ascend the ladder in order to gain access to the offshore installation 1. The offshore installation 1 may be a wind turbine tower, a leg of a drilling rig, weather station or the like.

In figure 2 is illustrated a cross-section through a rung 3 of the ladder 2. On the rung may be marine fouling which needs to be removed. For this purpose the invention provides a ladder cleaning device where the means for cleaning in this embodiment is a housing 14 having an extent in the longitudinal direction of the rung 3, i.e. an extent between the risers 4, 4' of a ladder as indicated in figure 7.

Turnings back to figure 2 the housing 14 is provided with nozzles 20 from which nozzles 20 high pressure jets of liquid, typically water 21, is directed towards the rung 3 to be cleaned. In this embodiment the rung 3 has a substantially circular cross section whereas the rung 3' illustrated in figure 3 has a square cross-section. The rung 3' having a square cross-section oriented as indicated in figure 3 will provide a sharp edge or apex 5 for the personnel to climb the ladder on.
This has the advantage that it is relatively easier to clean a sharp edge and thereby make the footing of the personnel more secure on the ladder’s rung than what is normally possible with the rungs 3 having a circular cross-section.

In figure 3 the housing of the cleaning device 14 is arranged for spraying the underside of the rung 3’ and it is foreseen that the means for cleaning the rungs shall be positioned in both positions, i.e. the positions illustrated in figure 2 and figure 3 in order to clean the entire surface of the rung. This may either be achieved by positioning the means for cleaning the rung 14 in the position indicated by figure 2 and thereafter turning the means for cleaning 14 around such that they are arranged in the position as indicated in figure 3.

Alternatively, as illustrated in figure 8 the means for cleaning 21 may comprise a body having an arrangement of two housings 14 turned in opposite directions such that the upper cleaning device 14 will be able to clean the underside of a rung 3 and at the same time in the lower portion a further cleaning device 14 will be able to clean the upper surface of an adjacent rung 3 as illustrated.

Between the rung 3, 3’ and the housing 14, 14’ is created a cleaning zone illustrated by the jets 21 issuing from the nozzles 20 of the cleaning device housing 14, 14’. Due to the protection created by the housing 14, 14’ the cleaning zone will be at least partly screened from the ambient environment and therefore any detrimental effect, wave action and wind would have on the cleaning process is at least to a certain degree due to the establishment of the cleaning zone 21.

Turning to figures 4 and 5 the housing 14” is provided with a cross-section where an inner surface 22 of the housing 14, 14” has a cross-sectional shape in the shape of a C or U or inverted U. In this manner it is possible to position the housing 14” such that it substantially encloses the rung 3 and in this manner establishes a cleaning zone 21 substantially surrounding the entire rung such that cleaning of the rung, both the upper and the lower surfaces, may be carried out in one action. Naturally nozzles 21 will be arranged and distributed strategically on the inner surface 22 of the housing 14” such that liquid may issue directed towards the rung cleaning all surfaces of the rung 3.
In figure 6 is schematically illustrated an alternative embodiment of the invention where the nozzles 20 are arranged in a housing 30. The housing 30 may move along an axle 31 where the axle 31 in use will be positioned adjacent a rung 3 such that the liquid issuing from the nozzles 20 will be directed at the rung. By manipulating the movement of the housing 30 and the position of the axle 31 relative to the rungs of the ladder it will be possible to clean the rungs of the ladder.

In figure 9 is illustrated the construction of such a device where it will be possible to manipulate the housing 30 into the desirable cleaning position. The device according to the embodiment illustrated in figure 9 comprises means 32 for travelling along the riser 4 of the ladder. In this embodiment the means 32 is in the shape of a carriage comprising rollers 33 which engage the riser 4 in order to guide and allow travel along the ladder.

Naturally, the carriage 32 comprising the rollers 33 may be arranged for travel on a separate rail or two carriages may be provided on either side of the ladder 2 in order to guide the movement of the cleaning device 30. The cleaning device 30 is arranged on an axle 31 such that the cleaning device 30 may travel along the length of the axle 31 as indicated by the arrow 34.

The axle 31 is arranged on a second axle 35 such that the interface unit 36 connecting the first axle 31 to the second axle 35 is able to travel in the longitudinal direction of the axle 35 as indicated by the arrow 37. The second axle 35 is pivotally mounted in a pivot point 38 on the housing 32 such that the entire cleaning arrangement, i.e. the cleaning device 30, the first axle 31 and the second axle 35 may pivot relative to the casing 32 and thereby relative to the riser 4 of the ladder making it possible to swing the cleaning device 30 into and out of a proximate position to a rung on a ladder 2. For the sake of clarity, various pressure hoses and other installations such as sensors etc. are not illustrated in figure 9.

In order to detect the presence of a rung the casing 32 as illustrated with reference to figure 10 may be provided with sensor means. Figure 10 illustrates a cross-section through a ladder 2 provided with risers and rungs and a casing for example similar to the casing described above with reference to figure 9 provided with rollers 33 such
that the casing 32 may travel along the riser 4 of the ladder. In this embodiment the means for sensing the presence of a rung 3 is a flexible member 41 which flexible member 41 is arranged such that it will engage a rung as the casing 32 travels up and down the riser 4 of the ladder. As the flexible member 41 engages a rung it will flex and thereby rotate around its pivot point 42 where means for example in the shape of a micro-switch are provided in order to detect the movement of the flexible member 41 and thereby halt the travel of the carriage 32 in a determined position relative to a rung. In this position the cleaning means may be activated in order to clean the rung before the carriage travels on until the next rung.

In figure 11 is illustrated one embodiment of how to propel the cleaning device along the ladder of an offshore installation. The offshore installation 1 is provided on the exterior surface with a ladder 2. The ladder 2 has risers and rungs 4, 3 and means for cleaning 100 generally indicated by the boxes 100. The means for cleaning 100 are by means of wires or chains 101 connected to a winch device 102 arranged above the ladder 2. The winch device in this embodiment comprises a motor 103 driving an axle 104 such that the chains or wires may be wound on the axle in order to position the cleaning device 100 in the correct position relative to the rungs 3 of the ladder 2.

In figure 12 is illustrated an alternative embodiment to provide the propulsion along the ladder 2. In this embodiment the carriage 32 is provided with a crawler mechanism. The crawler mechanism has engagement arms 52 connected to an axle 51 such that as the axle is rotated the crawler arms 52 will move in a circular fashion. The crawler arms 52 are designed with a curvature such that they will engage a rung and as rotation of the axle 51 is continued, the crawler device will propel itself upwards such that the following crawler arm 52 will be able to engage the rung immediately above the rung which is already in engagement with the crawler arm of the device and in this manner the device will be able to crawl its way upwards along the ladder 2.

The casing 32 is again provided with rollers 33 in order to guide the casing’s travel and thereby also the cleaning means’ position relative to the rungs.

Turning back to the embodiment described above with reference to figure 9 the first axle 31 may additionally be provided with a scraper 39, see fig. 13, also provided for
movement along the first axle 31 such that as the device is brought into a cleaning position the scraper will move back and forth along the rung in order to scrape off any fouling. The scraper itself may be devised in such a manner that depending on the cross-sectional shape of the rung scraping may be sufficient in order to clean the rung, but otherwise a combination of both the scraper and the water jets may be provided. The scraper 39 will typically be provided with a scraping member 55 being relatively stiff, but still resilient and provided with a cross-sectional opening 56 corresponding to the cross-section of the rung to be cleaned. In this manner a tight fit around the rung may be provided such that efficient scraping in facilitated.

Turning shortly back to figure 7 the device illustrated at the lower part of the ladder 2 substantially corresponds to the device described with respect to figures 2, 3, 4 and 5 whereas the device illustrated in the upper part of the ladder corresponds to the device described with reference to figure 6 and 9.

In figure 14A and 14B is illustrated a further embodiment of the cleaning device where the cleaning device is provided with a pivot point 57 such that the housing is in two sections 14A and 14B. Due to the provision of the pivot point the cleaning device may be opened as illustrated in figure 14B such that it is easy to arrange the cleaning device around a rung 3 and by pivoting the two halves of the housing 14A, 14B around the pivot point, it is possible to substantially entirely enclose the rung thereby creating a substantially closed cleaning zone ensuring a thorough cleaning of the rung.

At the same time, by enclosing the rung 3 by the two sections 14A, 14B influence from the ambient environment is minimized such that waves, spray, wind and the like do not influence the cleaning process which therefore is not influenced by the surroundings.

The invention may encompass some or all of the following aspects:

A. Ladder cleaning device, particularly for use on ladders mounted on offshore installations, wherein the ladder cleaning device comprises:
   - means for guiding and moving the device along the ladder
   - means for detecting a ladder rung
- means for cleaning at least the detected rung

B. Ladder cleaning device where the means for cleaning a rung comprises a housing where in the housing is arranged a plurality of nozzles, such that as the housing is positioned close to the rung, the nozzles will issue a liquid directed at the rung.

C. Ladder cleaning device where the housing has an inner and outer surface, and where the inner surface has a general U-, inverted U or C- cross-sectional shape, such that the housing can be positioned such that the inner surface at least partly encases the rung, and where the nozzles are arranged on the inner surface, such that the nozzles in use issue liquid directed towards the rung.

D. Ladder cleaning device where the housing extends along the rung such that the housing covers between 75 to 95% of the rung in that direction.

E. Ladder cleaning device where the housing is in two sections: a first and a second section, connected by a pivot mechanism, such that the two sections in an open position may be guided over the rung and closed in this position thereby substantially surrounding the cross-section of the rung.

F. Ladder cleaning device wherein a clamping device for clamping the cleaning device in a fixed position relative to a rung is provided, where the clamping device may have a brake mechanism engaging the ladder or the clamping device engages and releasably fixates the cleaning device’s moving means.

G. Ladder cleaning device where said cleaning device comprises a first axle which first axle in use is arranged parallel to the longitudinal direction of the rung to be cleaned, and substantially extends along the rung, and where one or more nozzles are arranged to travel along said first axle, where the nozzles are directed towards the rung, and a second axle arranged substantially orthogonal to said first axle, where said first axle can move along said second axle.
H. Ladder cleaning device where the second axle can pivot around a pivot point arranged in proximity to said clamping device.

I. Ladder cleaning device where the means for guiding the cleaning device along a ladder comprises one or more rails fastened to the ladder, and where the cleaning device comprises rollers for rolling along the one or more rails.

J. Ladder cleaning device where the device further comprises means for propelling said cleaning device along the rails, and where the means for propelling the cleaning device is a motor propelling the device by a rotatable member engaging the rungs of the ladder.

K. Ladder cleaning device where the cleaning device is suspended in one or more wires or chains, from one or more winches, said winches arranged above the uppermost rung of the ladder.

L. Ladder cleaning device where the means for detecting a rung is either:
   a. A mechanical flexible member extending from the cleaning device past a plane of the ladder in which plane the rungs and stringers of the ladder are positioned, where the flexible member is connected to a switch, such that as the mechanical member is deflected the switch is activated providing input to a control unit controlling the travel of the cleaning device, or
   b. Optical means preprogrammed to recognize a rung, where upon recognition of a rung this recognition provides input to a control unit controlling the travel of the cleaning device, or
   c. A tachymeter measuring the traveled distance since last encounter with a rung, the measurement providing input to a control unit controlling the travel of the cleaning device, or
   d. A laser measuring device, measuring the distance travel between a fix-point on the ladder or cleaning device and the cleaning device or a fix-point on the ladder, which distance is providing input to a control unit controlling the travel of the cleaning device.
M. Ladder cleaning device wherein the cleaning is performed by high-pressure liquid issuing from nozzles, where the liquid is water.

N. Ladder cleaning device, wherein a scraping tool is provided, said scraping tool mounted on an extendable arm on the cleaning device, whereby when the cleaning device is in a cleaning position, the scraping tool will engage and be moved along desired surfaces of the rung.

O. Method of cleaning the rungs of a ladder in an off-shore environment, particularly in the splash-zone and/or the tidal variation zone, where a ladder cleaning device is used, wherein:

a) the device is activated to move from a storage position above the splash-zone and/or the tidal variation zone, along the ladder to be cleaned until a specified rung is encountered;

b) the housing of the cleaning device is moved from a travelling position into a position relative to the rung to be cleaned such that the nozzles may spray the rungs surfaces;

c) Liquid pump means are activated in order to force liquid out of the nozzles towards the rung to be cleaned, where after a pre-determined cleaning cycle, the pump means are switch-off;

d) the housing of the cleaning device is retracted back to the travelling position,

e) the cleaning device is moved further along the ladder to be cleaned until a further specified rung is encountered;

f) steps b) through e) is repeated as many times as desired/necessary

g) the cleaning device is after the last rung to be cleaned is processed moved back into the cleaning device’s storage position.

P. Method wherein activation of the device is either initiated from a remote control unit, or by means of a built in timer initiating cleaning at regular pre-programmed intervals, or is initiated manually by operating a control panel connected to the device.
Patentkrav

1. Stigerenseindretning, især til brug på stiger monteret på offshoreanlæg, hvori stigerenseindretningen omfatter:
   - midler til at føre og bevæge indretningen langs stigen,
   - midler til at registrere et stigetrit,
   - midler til at rense i det mindste det registrerede trin.

2. Stigerenseindretning ifølge krav 1, hvor midlerne til at rense et trin omfatter et hus, hvor der i huset er arrangeret en flerhed af dyser sådan, at når huset er placeret nær ved trinet, vil dyserne udsende en væske rettet mod trinet.

3. Stigerenseindretning ifølge krav 2, hvor huset har en indre og en ydre overflade, og hvor den indre overflade har et hovedsageligt U-, omvendt U eller C-formet tværsnit, sådan at huset kan placeres så den indre overflade i det mindste delvist omslutter trinet, og hvor dyserne er arrangeret på den indre overflade, sådan at dyserne under brug vil udsende væske rettet mod trinet.

4. Stigerenseindretning ifølge krav 2 eller 3, hvor huset er i to sektioner: en første og en anden sektion forbundet med en svingmekanisme, sådan at de to sektioner i en åben stilling kan føres over trinet og lukkes i denne stilling, så de derved i det væsentlige omgiver trinetts tværsnit.

5. Stigerenseindretning ifølge krav 1, hvorri er tilvejebragt en spændeindretning til at spænde reneindretningen i en fast stilling i forhold til et trin, hvor spændeindretningen kan have en bremsmekanisme, der er i indgreb med stigen, eller spændeindretningen går i indgreb med og løsbart fikserer reneindretningens bevegelsesmidler.

6. Stigerenseindretning ifølge krav 5, hvor reneindretningen omfatter en første aksel, som under brug er arrangeret parallelt med længderetningen af det trin, der skal rense, og i det væsentlige forløber langs trinet, og hvor en eller flere dyser er arrangeret til at vandre langs den første aksel, hvori dyserne er rettet mod trinet, og en anden aksel arrangeret i det væsentlige vinklet på den første aksel, hvor den første aksel kan bevæge sig langs den anden aksel.
7. Stigerenseindretning ifølge krav 6, hvor den anden aksel kan svinge om drejepunkt arrangeret i nærheden af spændeingretningen.

8. Stigerenseindretning ifølge krav 1, hvor midler til at føre renseindretningen langs en stige omfatter en eller flere skinner fastgjort på stigen, og hvor renseindretningen omfatter ruller til ruining langs de en eller flere skinner.

9. Stigerenseindretning ifølge krav 8, hvor indretningen yderligere omfatter et middel til at fremføre renseindretningen langs skinnerne, og hvor midlet til at fremføre renseindretningen er en motor, der fremfører indretningen med en roterbar element, som er i indgreb med stigens trin.

10. Stigerenseindretning ifølge krav 8, hvor renseindretningen er ophængt i en eller flere wirer eller kæder fra et eller flere spil, hvilke spil er arrangeret over stigens øverste trin.

11. Stigerenseindretning ifølge ethvert af krav 1 - 5, hvori der findes et skrabeværktøj, som er monteret på en udskydelig arm på renseindretningen, hvorved, når renseindretningen er i en rensepansion, skrabeværktøjet vil gå i indgreb med og bevæges langs de ønskede overflader af trinet.

12. Fremgangsmåde til rensning af en stiges trin i et offshoremiljø, især i bølgeslagszonen og/eller tidevandszonen, hvor en stigerenseindretning ifølge ethvert af krav 1 til 11 anvendes, hvori:
   a) indretningen fra en opbevaringsposition over bølgeslagszonen og/eller tidevandszonen aktiveres til bevægelse langs stigen, der skal renses, indtil den møder et specificeret trin,
   b) renseindretningens hus bevæges fra en vandrende position til en position i forhold til trinet, der skal renses, sådan at dyserne kan spule trinens overflader,
   c) væskepumpemidler aktiveres for at tvinge væske ud af dyserne mod det trin, der skal renses, hvor pumpemidlerne efter en forudbestemt renseyklus afbrydes,
   d) renseindretningens hus trækkes tilbage til vandringspositionen,
e) renseindretningen føres videre langs stigen, der skal renses, indtil et yderligere specifiseret trin mødes,

f) trinene b) til e) gentages så mange gange som ønsket/nødvendigt,

g) efter det sidste trin, der skal renses, er behandlet, bevæges renseindretningen tilbage til renseindretningens opbevaringsposition.
1. ☐ Ikke-søgbare krav (se boks nr. 1).

2. ☐ Opfinderisk enhed mangler for nyhedsundersøgelsen (se boks nr. 11).
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